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the full visual studio project with source code is included in the
package, so you can modify/compile it (visual studio 2013 or
more is required). the ribbon toolbar is populated with xaml
icons in vector format, so the application is fully hi-dpi
compliant. see below the visual studion designer displaying the
toolbar at 300% and how the vector icons scale nicely to
match the screen resolution: you probably know that feeling
you get when youve been working on a track for days and that
you cant figure out why it doesnt stand out. you know the song
lacks something, but youre not quite sure what it is.this is
where percussion samples can be a lifesaver. not only can you
spice up your productions with the right percussion samples,
but you can create whole new layers of sound textures that
add that unique twist to your tracks.for this reason, weve put
together a list of the best percussion sample packs so you can
give your new track that little extra it needs! the trance
cosmos series is back with volume 3. this is a brand new free
trance sample pack containing 600+ mb of premium quality
wav trance samples. the loops range from synth leads to
strings, and from atmospheres to driving basslines and fx.
these top quality club sounds and highly inspirational content
make trance cosmos vol. 3 a must-have for trance producers.
the trance cosmos series is back with volume 3. this is a brand
new free trance sample pack containing 600+ mb of premium
quality wav trance samples. the loops range from synth leads
to strings, and from atmospheres to driving basslines and fx.
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new! now you can use the same vst instrument in multiple
daws. just copy the instrument's folder to your daw's

instrument folder. you will need the original instrument's ".vst"
extension for this. the vst version has the same midi files as
the audio version. if you own the audio version, you can also
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use it in the vst version. feel free to experiment with the
instrument. this is an entirely new mini trance template which
you can download and open up in your favorite sequencer. you
can play around with it, learn from the mixing, midi files and fx

chains, build around it and use some parts in your own
productions. the template is available in the following

sequencers : ableton live, fl studio, cubase, logic pro, bitwig
studio and presonus studio one. this is an entirely new mini

trance template which you can download and open up in your
favorite sequencer. you can play around with it, learn from the
mixing, midi files and fx chains, build around it and use some
parts in your own productions. the template is available in the
following sequencers : ableton live, fl studio, cubase, logic pro,
bitwig studio and presonus studio one. test is live! click here to

download the sample application (74 kb, requires.net 4.5
framework) and make it run on your computer. the main

toolbar was populated with large images (aligned on 24x24
pixels) and menus with small images (16x16 pixels). this

alignment produces a pixel perfect result. download the zip file
file, unpack it in a folder and launch axialisuniversalpro-
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